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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to analyze thermal effects during laser-assisted periodontal treatment. An in vitro model for temperature measurements was developed to investigate different laser settings regarding pulp safety. Additionally, the influence of transmission on pulp temperature elevation was evaluated. Longitudinal root sections were irradiated with a 940-nm diode laser with 1.0 and 1.5 W in continuous wave mode. According to wall thicknesses, irradiation times were adjusted to 20 s for upper and 10 s for lower incisors, respectively. Transmission was relatively low in both upper (4.8% to 8.3% of incident power) and lower incisors (10.2% to 15.0%). Samples were embedded in a polyurethane model and six thermocouples were affixed. Regardless of dentine thickness, the middle third of the root was identified to be the area with the most heat load, where a temperature rise of 7.5°C (1.0 W) and 10.5°C (1.5 W) was registered in upper incisors. A difference of 1.5°C to 3°C was detected in lower incisors compared with uppers. All settings were safe except for 1.5 W, 20 s. Transmission affected heat generation remarkably. The proposed model provides advantages regarding heat transfer and enables for spatially resolved temperature measurements. © 2014 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.19.12.128002]
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1 Introduction

1.1 Diode Lasers in Periodontics

The treatment of periodontal diseases requires the removal of the bacterial biofilm for preventing the progression of attachment losses.1,2 Mechanical debridement of root surfaces with hand instruments and ultrasonic systems is a generally accepted method.3 Nevertheless, these techniques cannot guarantee complete removal of calculus and bacterial deposits.4,5 To overcome this drawback, the adjunct use of lasers in periodontal therapy has been the focus of numerous studies. Although some authors have attained promising clinical outcomes using Nd: YAG- and semiconductor lasers,6,7 others did not find beneficial results.8,9

In clinical applications, a laser system has to achieve appropriate bactericidal effects without causing potentially harmful heat. In 1965, Zach and Cohen10 introduced the still valid 5.6°C level for critical temperature increase. Pulpal damage can occur by transmission of irradiation through dentine and subsequent absorption in the pulp tissue. Near-infrared-wavelengths are especially subject to low absorption in dental hard tissues.11,12 On the other hand, absorbed light converted into thermal energy may cause deleterious effects.

Laser tissue interactions strongly depend on the wavelength of the applied laser system. For this reason, therapeutic settings have to be redefined for new dental lasers. Diodes with 810 and 980 nm have been investigated in the past 15 years.10 However, there is still no clinical evidence for the more recently introduced 940-nm wavelength that shows a different absorption in water containing tissue. Even though the use of 810 and 980 nm has become widespread in clinical practice, only a very few studies on the potential harmful effects can be found.11–13 In particular, continuous wave (CW) mode has solely been the focus of Kreisler et al.14,15 However, studies dealing with pulsed mode16–18 cannot be compared as a pulsed beam generates significantly lower temperature rises.19 Additionally, the methodologies of the existing safety studies are often far from in vivo conditions. The common application of a therapeutic method without scientific evidence regarding its safety is negligent and ethically unacceptable. Potential side effects should be studied prior to its introduction.

1.2 Model Development

Since temperatures cannot be measured in vivo, appropriate in vitro models are required.

However, heat transfer inside the pulp and its surroundings is very complex and several processes have to be accounted for in these experiments. Particularly, the ambient medium type and temperature, the simulation of blood circulation, the positioning of thermocouples (TCs) and the use of split or intact teeth need to be carefully considered. Many authors performed...
measurements without any surrounding ambient medium directly at room temperature or inside a 37°C warm water bath to simulate body temperature. The low thermal conductivity of air creates an unrealistic heat up in those setups. A thermal bath, however, generates an immense cooling effect due to the large heat capacity of water.

An important part of the present study was to develop a periodontal pocket model that avoids these shortcomings. Several reproducible TC positions allow the investigation of the spatial temperature distribution as well as the influence of different remaining dentine thicknesses (RDTs). El Yazami et al. introduced an interesting model contour. However, their silicon block surrounding the root can only be utilized for the application of the photosensitizer in photodynamic therapy. A simulation of heat transfer to the surrounding tissues was not achieved.

The authors intended to find a more suitable material for the tooth surrounding medium. Thermodynamic properties of a tissue depend on the thermal conductivity, density, and heat capacity. Bone has a thermal conductivity of 0.58 to 1.2 W/(m K), a density of 1.36 kg/cm³, and a heat capacity of 1.6 to 2.1 kJ/(kg K). In this respect, polyurethane casting resin was the most appropriate material. Although it cannot simulate the structure of human bone, the polyurethane block provides a limited isolating effect against the water bath and allows conduction of the generated heat.

Even if the pulpal blood flow can add a certain cooling effect, its simulation can be neglected in vitro. In the case of short exposure times and low power applied, convection plays a minor role in heat transport in tissues.

One or two TCs are commonly placed inside the pulp chamber or the root canal of intact teeth to detect pulp temperature, even though several limitations like an unexact positioning of the TCs, the influence of different RDTs on temperature rise, nonreal-time measurements at different positions, and a possible gap between TC and dentine, probably lead to measurement errors.

To exclude thickness variations, the roots have to be sectioned prior or after the experiments. Although these modifications in geometry and mass have an influence on heat conduction and heat capacity, no significant differences in the temperature rise between split teeth and intact teeth have been reported in the literature. Biological variation was minimized by removing the crowns and apices. These adjustments ensured reduced scattering of the measured values and created a desired worst case scenario.

During model development, numerous influencing factors were examined in comparative experiments. To the author’s knowledge, a similar setup that considers several factors in one model was not found yet.

1.3 Objective

The aim of the present study was to analyze thermal effects during diode laser assisted periodontal treatment. For this purpose, a periodontal pocket model with a modified methodology for measuring temperatures and simulating the physiological heat transfer was developed. The model was used to examine laser settings regarding the applied power and the irradiation time with respect to pulp safety. Parameters were investigated for the thickest dentine walls in upper incisors and the thinnest walls in lower incisors in terms of light transmission and heat generation on the root canal surface. In addition, the influence of transmission on temperature elevation was assessed.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Sample Preparation

Extracted upper and lower incisors stored in 0.9% saline solution were used in this study. Roots were cleaned mechanically by scaling and root planing (SRP) before the crowns were removed at the cemento-enamel junction (CEJ) with a low-speed diamond saw (Exakt Apparatebau, Norderstedt, Germany). All samples were shortened to a length of 10 mm from CEJ. A rotary file system (VDW Gold and M files, VDW GmbH, München, Germany) was used to remove pulp tissue and to give the root canals a uniform shape (upper incisors: ISO 30; 6 deg; 18 mm; lower incisors: ISO 20; 6 deg; 16 mm). Canals were rinsed with NaOCl (2.5%) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) (20%), and finally with a 2-ml flush of NaCl (0.9%). Afterward, roots were longitudinally sectioned with a 100-µm-width band saw. Ten upper and ten lower samples were selected by mass. Upper incisors: 157 ± 13 µg, lower incisors: 108.5 ± 2.5 µg. Based on a 6-mm periodontal pocket, the irradiated surface was ∼39.6 mm² for upper and 37.95 mm² for lower incisors.

2.2 Laser System

An EZlase 940-nm diode laser (Biolase Inc., Irvine, California) with a 300 µm Perio Tip E 3–7 mm was used in this study. Irradiations were performed with the following settings (CW):

Upper incisors: 1 W/(1414.7 W/cm²), 20 ± 1.5 s and 1.5 W/(2122.1 W/cm²), 20 ± 1.5 s.

Lower incisors: 1 W/(1414.7 W/cm²), 10 ± 1.5 s and 1.5 W/(2122.1 W/cm²), 10 ± 1.5 s.

The fiber was guided parallel to the root surface in a constant horizontally swinging movement (∼2 mm). The entire surface was passed in a meandering pattern, thrice mesio-distally and simultaneously from apical to coronal. To measure maximum transmission, the fiber was moved just along the center axis of the root in transmission experiments. According to the mean surface, in lower incisors ∼3.8 mm²/s were irradiated and in upper incisors ∼2 mm²/s. For the fidelity of the experiments, the whole study was done by the same investigator.

2.3 Experiment I: Examination of the Transmitted Power

Root sections were fixed with adhesive wax on a metal plate containing a slot in the middle, then positioned in front of a power detector (LM 3, Coherent, Inc., Auburn, California) covering its surface [Fig. 1(a)]. For better transmission, the samples were taken from the storage solution immediately prior to the experiment to ensure complete hydration. Additionally, surfaces were moistened to simulate the sulcus fluid. The detector head was connected to a power/energy meter (Fieldmaster GS, Coherent, Inc., Auburn, California). Measurements were recorded by data acquisition software (LabVIEW 2012, National Instruments Corp., Austin, Texas). Six repetitions for each power setting were accomplished. The actual emitted power remained stable at 80.4% ± 6.3% of the nominal value of 1 W. Thus, an emitted power of 0.8 and 1.2 W (80.4% of 1.0 and 1.5 W) was used for further analysis. The total transmitted
energy was calculated and the result divided by irradiation time to get the mean transmitted power.

### 2.4 Experiment II: Temperature Measurements

For positioning the TCs, holes were drilled on the inner root canal surface with different RDTs (Fig. 2) using a 0.5-mm spiral drill (Proxxon GmbH, Föhren, Germany) mounted on a precision milling device (Girrbach Royal EM Parallellometer, Girrbach AG, Koblach, Austria). A 6-mm-deep and 1-mm-thick pocket was blocked out with wax as well as the root canal. The samples were fixed in a silicon mold that was filled with polyurethane mixed in a ratio of 6:1 (ISO-PUR K 760, ISO ELEKTRA, Elze, Germany). This casting resin has a thermal conductivity of $0.7 \, \text{W/(mK)}$ and a density of $1.4 \times 10^3 \, \text{kg/m}^3$. The back side of the block was closed with a cover of the same material containing holes and six K-type TCs (5TC-TT-KI-36-1M, Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford, Connecticut) were fixed. Four nails embedded in this cover fitted in holes of the model and ensured a precise and reproducible position. Edges between root canal and resin were sealed with adhesive wax. The root canal walls were covered with a thin layer of thermal conductance paste ($0.7 \, \text{W/(mK)}$, Fischer WLPF 50, Fischer Elektronik, Lüdenscheid, Germany). TCs were fixed and gaps sealed with adhesive wax to avoid water leakage. Figure 3(a) shows the final model, TC positions were confirmed radiographically [Fig. 3(b)]. Pockets were filled with saline solution and the models immersed in a water bath [Fig. 1(b)]. Temperature was set to $35.6 \pm 0.6^\circ \text{C}$ at position 2, according to subgingival temperature in 3-mm-deep pockets. Values were recorded by a USB data acquisition module (OM-USB-TC, Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford).

![Fig. 1](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics/10.1364/BO.2014.19.128002-3/10.1364/BO.2014.19.128002-3.pdf)

**Fig. 1** Experimental setup for (a) transmission measurements and (b) temperature measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schematic overview</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Actual RDT* U1–U10 [mm]</th>
<th>Actual RDT* L1–L10 [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>canal surface</td>
<td>1.60–2.40</td>
<td>1.15–0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>hole</td>
<td>0.09–0.15</td>
<td>0.07–0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>canal surface</td>
<td>1.30–2.0</td>
<td>0.82–1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>hole</td>
<td>0.81–1.0</td>
<td>0.44–0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>hole</td>
<td>0.45–0.55</td>
<td>0.20–0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>canal surface</td>
<td>0.59–1.33</td>
<td>0.62–0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Remaining dentine thickness; U1–U10 = Upper Incisors; L1–L10 = lower Incisors

![Fig. 2](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics/10.1364/BO.2014.19.128002-3/10.1364/BO.2014.19.128002-3.pdf)

**Fig. 2** Overview of thermocouple positions and remaining dentine thickness (RDT).

![Fig. 3](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics/10.1364/BO.2014.19.128002-3/10.1364/BO.2014.19.128002-3.pdf)

**Fig. 3** (a) Polyurethane periodontal pocket model. (b) Radiograph showing the thermocouple positions.
Connecticut). The actual power remained stable at 87.5% ± 5.4% of the nominal value for 1 W, so the emitted power was set on 0.87 and 1.3 W. Fifteen repetitions for each power setting were performed.

From the recorded values, $\Delta T$ was calculated and Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to verify any existing relation.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Transmission Measurements

In general, the transmission was quite low. A large scatter of the measured data was observed (Fig. 4). Table 1 lists the average transmitted power. At an actual emitted power of 0.8 W, 4.8% (±2.1) of the irradiation was transmitted in upper incisors, at 1.2 W, the mean value increased by a factor of 1.7 (8.3% ± 4.2%). Thinner lower incisors revealed values approximately twice as high compared with upper ones for 1 W (10.2% ± 3.0%) and 1.5 W (15% ± 3.7%). This was consistent with the values of wall thickness that were 1.5 to 2 times greater in upper than in lower incisors (Fig. 2). The results indicate an exponential relation between wall thickness and transmission ($r_{1W} = -0.78389$, $r_{1.5W} = -0.75161$; $p < 0.01$) as well as a positive relation between applied power and transmission (Fig. 4).

#### 3.2 Temperature Measurements

Immediately with the start of laser irradiation, temperatures rose at all measuring points within less than 1 s (Fig. 5). The maximum increases were detected at TC 3, 4, 5 (Fig. 2). Positions 1, 2, and 6 were located more peripherally and showed smaller gradients. Local maxima of the graphs follow the motion of the laser fiber tip.

The highest temperature rises were recorded during the first 10 s of irradiation. Within the following 10 s, a slight further increase of 1°C to 2°C in the middle root area of the upper incisors was noticed.

Regarding the spatial temperature distribution, the highest values for $\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ were observed in the middle of the root (Fig. 6). Despite the outstanding variation in the RDT at positions 2 to 5 (Fig. 2), $\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ differed by just 1.2°C to 1.5°C. In two-thirds of all measurements, TC 3 detected higher temperatures than TC 2. Apparently, the position of the TC has more influence on $\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ than the RDT. A correlation between $\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ and RDT could not be found as $r$ was between $-0.17158$ and $-0.3559$ ($p > 0.01$; see also Fig. 2, Fig. 6). Table 2 shows the values for $\Delta T_{\text{Max}}$ at all positions. Regarding pulp safety, positions 1, 3, and 6 are most important because they were located on the inner root canal wall. In upper incisors, irradiation with 0.87 W generated temperature rises of 7.49°C and 10.49°C for 1.3 W, respectively, at position 3. Values for lower incisors were consistently lower by 1.5°C to 3°C for both power settings (Fig. 6, Table 2). Under the chosen conditions, scatter within the data was acceptable (Table 2).

There was no carbonization of the root surfaces in either experiment.

### 4 Discussion

#### 4.1 Experiment I—Transmission

Light that is neither reflected at the root surface nor absorbed, spreads out in the hard tissue. As in all biological tissues, significant scattering occurs, mainly induced by dentine tubules whereas crystals and collagen fibers have minor influence. Two existing theories describe the anisotropic properties of dentine. Many authors consider the dentinal tubules as an optical fiber, based on total internal reflection due to differing refractive indices of peri- and intertubular dentine. Scattering leads to coupling of a certain portion of light into the tubules. However, results of Kienle et al. indicate multiple scattering by
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the cylindrical tubules instead of light guidance causing anisotropic propagation.

The present study revealed large scatter of the data in repeated measurements and also between the samples. Especially, deviation in repeated measures is likely due to the small signal value that frequently lay close to the detection limit of the measuring head, mainly concerning the upper incisors. Additional bias might be due to manual movement of the laser. The greater dispersion of the values in the upper incisors can be explained by larger deviations in wall thicknesses than in lower incisors (Fig. 2).

The measured values are below those of other authors for 1064 nm. Lenz and Gilde reported 10% to 35% transmission in halved teeth, Behrens et al. reported 35% in 1-mm-thick dentine slices. Deviations of the present study could be due to different methodologies such as a 90-deg working angle.

Table 2 Maximum temperature rise ($\Delta T_{\text{max}}$) in upper and lower incisors at different positions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ (°C) position 1</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ (°C) position 2</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ (°C) position 3</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ (°C) position 4</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ (°C) position 5</th>
<th>$\Delta T_{\text{max}}$ (°C) position 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper incisors</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>5.86 ± 0.88</td>
<td>6.90 ± 0.89</td>
<td>7.49 ± 1.10</td>
<td>8.12 ± 1.26</td>
<td>7.17 ± 0.99</td>
<td>4.46 ± 0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8.31 ± 1.30</td>
<td>9.76 ± 1.34</td>
<td>10.49 ± 1.66</td>
<td>11.26 ± 1.83</td>
<td>10.00 ± 1.44</td>
<td>6.20 ± 1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.21 ± 0.65</td>
<td>5.15 ± 0.66</td>
<td>5.37 ± 1.00</td>
<td>6.17 ± 1.17</td>
<td>5.17 ± 0.96</td>
<td>3.01 ± 0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower incisors</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.93 ± 0.92</td>
<td>7.31 ± 0.95</td>
<td>7.52 ± 1.44</td>
<td>8.67 ± 1.69</td>
<td>7.15 ± 1.33</td>
<td>4.18 ± 0.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the use of plane slices instead of a curved tooth surface or a measuring head-related gap between the detector surface and the sample in the present setup, which potentially resulted in a loss of a portion of diffusely scattered light. A wavelength effect cannot be the reason, since the absorption spectra for water and hydroxyapatite show just small differences between 940 and 1064 nm.12

Although anisotropic light propagation itself was found to be independent of the incident angle,36,37 differences between a 5-deg working angle and maximum transmission at 90 deg, compared in the preliminary experiments, were detected. Transmission increases at 90 deg because surface reflection and scattering decreases and a larger portion of irradiation is directed to the pulp. Particularly, in upper incisors these factors favor transmission (2.5 to 3 fold), whereas lower incisors show just a 1.6-fold increase at 90 deg (Table 1).

A strong negative correlation between RDT and transmitted power was observed, which illustrates the dependence of absorption and scattering on the material thickness.

Altogether, variations of the wall thickness between upper and lower incisors seem to have a larger influence on transmission than changes in the angle of the applied laser beam. According to these results, transmission, especially in thicker teeth, can be expected to have just a slight effect on heat generation in the pulp.

4.2 Experiment II—Temperature Measurements

From the plot of temperature increase as a function of time (Fig. 5), strong light scattering can be concluded to occur due to the following reasons. In many test runs, temperatures started to rise immediately after the beginning of laser exposure, indicating absorption of transmitted light by the TCs as reported by Yu et al.13 But even those TCs that were definitely not directly exposed during the first half of irradiation period detected simultaneous, albeit smaller temperature increases. Furthermore, all temperatures dropped immediately when the laser was off. If heat generation had been due to conduction alone, a delay of a few seconds would have been detected, as was observed in the preliminary experiments. Scattered light also leads to absorption and diffuse transmission in the coronal parts of the root. Although the measured values are quite low (Fig. 4, Table 1), transmission has a major contribution to heat generation in the pulp. This is consistent with absorption spectra for water and hydroxyapatite.12 The abovementioned gap between the detector surface and the sample probably led to some losses in the recorded transmitted power.

The results of Zach and Cohen,11 that were later verified by some additional studies,41–43 indicate that a temperature rise of 5.6°C leads to pulp necrosis in 15% of teeth. Other authors who conducted different methodologies, such as slower heating up of the teeth or the use of juvenile well-vascularized teeth, provide higher limits.44–46 In dental laser application, large energies are applied during relatively short exposure times, comparable to Zach and Cohen’s study that used exposure times between 5 and 20 s. Therefore, the limit established by them should be maintained, at least for safety reasons.

The polyurethane model developed in this study provided temperature measurements that are neither high like experiments conducted at ambient temperature nor low as those carried out directly inside a water bath (Fig. 7), and thus allows a more realistic comparison to an in vivo situation. Although the critical 5.6°C threshold was exceeded at position 3 by 2°C to 5°C, one has to consider that this is a worst case scenario and these temperatures will not be achieved in vivo. Several modifications like a strongly reduced mass compared to an intact tooth, the absence of the heat capacity of the pulp tissue and, albeit small, convection due to blood flow decrease the total heat capacity of the sample. Additional substance losses caused by the endodontic treatment and widening of dentinal tubules by EDTA had a further effect. Heat transfer to the adjacent tissues is lower because of the smaller surface of the sample and the surrounding material. Although having similar thermal properties as bone, polyurethane does not have its porosity and water content. Furthermore, the use of TCs implies direct absorption and an artificial heat capacity that results in higher temperatures recorded.47,48 All these influencing factors, as well as minor ones like dentine liquor, saliva, and breathing air, favor the heat transport in vivo. Against this background, exceeding the limit by 2°C appears small. Hence, the chosen settings 1 W, 10 s and 1.5 W, 10 s for lower incisors and 1 W, 20 s for upper incisors can be considered safe. On the other hand,
temperature rises of 10.5°C induced in the upper incisors by 1.5 W appear potentially harmful. However, higher settings (2830 W/cm², 30 s), have already been applied clinically with success by Kamma et al. using a 980-nm diode laser. Their in vivo study demonstrates that either our model reaches its limits in simulating heat transport or the physiological heat tolerance of the pulp is greater than expected.

One has to consider that the wavelength of 940 nm is strongly absorbed in hemoglobin. Following irradiation with an 810-nm diode laser, Kreisler et al. observed carbonization of root surfaces that had been wetted with blood. Therefore, the authors recommend performing SRP and lasing in different sessions. On the other hand, a slight bleeding that may occur during laser treatment limits transmission toward the pulp. In this case, the energy is already absorbed in the periodontal tissues that show greater heat tolerance than the pulp.

As mentioned above, there are few similar studies investigating pulp temperature during adjunctive laser treatment in periodontics. Nonetheless, a direct comparison with our results cannot be done due to different methodologies. Using an 810-nm laser, Kreisler et al. suggested significantly lower settings for punctual irradiation of the root surface at a 90-deg angle, which cannot be realized in practical applications. Others evaluated higher power densities and exposure times to be acceptable. However, repeat wave mode, such as used in that study, leads to significantly less heating compared to CW.

Highest temperatures were detected in the middle part of the root where the largest energy input occurred due to the movement of the fiber tip. In this regard, no clear relation was found between temperature distribution and the S-shaped course of the dentinal tubules in the cervical root area that possibly direct the incident light further apically. It is not the RDT, but the position within the irradiated surface, which determines the most susceptible area for pulp damage within a tooth. An inversely proportional relationship between RDT and temperature rise has been presented, implying that the wall thickness has a decisive influence. However, these authors applied static irradiation without any movement of the beam. Of course, different tooth types require irradiation with different energies, but differences of wall thickness within a tooth are irrelevant for clinical practice.

In upper incisors, twice the amount of energy (10 J versus 20 J) generated temperatures that were higher by just 1.5°C to 3°C compared with lower incisors, since the heat capacity of upper incisors is greater (1.5-fold mass).

The fact that temperatures just rise slightly after half of the total irradiation time is based on the proportional relation between thermal conductivity and temperature gradient. The latter decreases during irradiation, i.e., the greatest rises can be observed at the beginning.

A linear correlation between applied power and temperature \((r = 0.72841 \text{ for upper and } 0.65571 \text{ for lower incisors; } p < 0.01)\) was observed as expected.

5 Conclusion

Within the limits of this in vitro study, the middle-third of the root could be identified to be the most susceptible area for pulp damage. In upper incisors, 1 W, 20 s generates acceptable temperature rises whereas 1.5 W, 20 s is potentially harmful to the pulp. For lower incisors, 1 W, 10 s as well as 1.5 W, 10 s can be considered safe. A correlation between RDT and temperature rise could not be found. With respect to transmission experiments, a strong conclusion cannot be drawn due to large scatter in the data.

The introduced periodontal pocket model allows for well-reproducible, highly reliable, and spatially resolved temperature measurements. It provides a more realistic simulation of heat transfer to the adjacent tissues compared to the existing setups and can be suggested for further investigation on pulp temperature, irrespective of whether complete teeth or tooth sections are embedded. However, a certain heat storage in the model cannot be avoided.

Future studies that implement the porous properties of bone and verify the bactericidal effect of the experimental settings should be investigated before bringing these parameters into clinical trials.
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